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At Least One Person Loves Hugo. | Spatula In The
Wilderness

Spoilers Within.

Last night’s episode of Lost (Everybody Loves Hugo) featured another
sweetly sideways romance, this time between Hugo “Hurley” Reyes (Jorge
Garcia) and his dearly departed, not really insane friend, Libby Smith
(Cynthia Watros). On the island, Libby is too good to hang around with the
other departed souls who won’t depart (like Michael, who killed her). In
sideways Los Angeles, Libby runs into chicken impresario and
philanthropist Hugo (along the lines Tom’s Shoes founder Blake
Mycoskie, once the boyfriend of departed Lost cast member Maggie
Grace. How’s that for turnaround). Libby tries to convince Hugo that they
met on the island and are connected and then her doctor sends her back
to the institution.  After the strange first meeting, Mr. Reyes looks her up at

the asylum and makes a sizable donation to the facility in order to see Libby and ask her out. On
their first date, Libby kisses Hugo and he flashes back to life with her on the island. This is the last
we see of them.

Several months ago I posted about my involvement in a marriage building class with my wife Lori
(Wedded Bliss, 1/7/10) and never wrote about the subject again. You might assume that I ended up
sleeping on the couch after that, but no. The couch is reserved for when the good husband screws
up. I shoveled a place to sleep out in the driveway and was there for a week. Lori and I are in a new
class for the Summer and I’m kind of into it. Still, as I listened to speakers talk about “the happily
ever after” syndrome in marriage, when couples are forced to realize that the fairy tale is just that, I
thought about Hurley and Libby. I imagine that Hugo in the beautiful dream of sideways L.A. would
go all Officer and a Gentleman, and carry Libby out of the asylum while all the patients cheered.
Then what? Sure, they have that connection, but is it enough to build a relationship on. Darn you TV,
you’ve got me over-thinking again. Say Hugo and Libby decide to marry and continue the fairytale
romance. Pretty soon, I think she’d have to address his problem with fried chicken. If chicken is
replacing physical intimacy in Hugo’s life, he’d be a skinny man within months (and she’d be tired
enough to check back into the institution). He’d have to deal with her emotional baggage, as well.
You couldn’t pay a skycap enough to haul all of her baggage problems.

In the end it’s just TV. The realities of real life romance and lasting love relationships are hard
enough to deal with. Thank heavens Lori and I don’t have to deal with having been stranded on an
island together. I do hope that in the final four episodes of Lost, there aren’t many rekindled
romances (no dead Shannon and evil Syid reunion, please) and more cast members being pushed
down wells. Less for me to over-think.

[youtube]http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WynbqOFyiag[/youtube]
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